Panoramica di S Caterina

Forni - Baite dei Forni - Ables - Monich - Bacero - Li Nanza - Santa Caterina

7,921 Km

1:00 - 2:00 h

216 m

654 m

From the Ghiacciaio dei Forni Hotel take paths S528 and S555 up through an unspoilt forest of Swiss
pine, one of the finest in the Stelvio National Park. Above the Baite dei Forni the trail levels off and
heads west on a service road to the mountain huts of Pradaccio di Sopra. Continue along path S527,
passing the Baite di Raseit, until you reach the Baite dell'Ables where you can take a break. The path
winds through meadows, with excellent views over Valfurva and the Valle dei Forni, dominated by the
magnificent pyramid of Monte Tresero. You might spot some of the magnificent golden eagles that
frequent the area. From the Baite dell'Ables begin the descent on path S571.1, passing the mountain
huts at Monich, Bacero and Li Nanza and back to Santa Caterina.

The golden eagle The symbol of the Stelvio National Park, the eagle is considered as the monarch of the skies. Powerful and
ruthless, in the past it was also feared by the inhabitants of the Alta Valtellina. The birds were accused of carrying off chickens,
lambs and even babes in swaddling clothes.
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TECHNICAL DATA
Length

7,921 Km

Skill

Duration

1:00 - 2:00 h

Condition

height difference uphill

216 m

Effort

height difference downhill

654 m

Natural pavement

100%

Maximum slope uphill

25%

Asphalt pavement

0%

Maximum slope downhill

16%

Brick pavement

0%

2390 m

Equipped paths

0%

Scree pavement

0%

Other types of pavements

0%

Not available data

0%

Minimum and maximum quota
1740 m
Accessibility for bikes

100%

Period Journey

Giugno Ottobre

PHOTO GALLERY

This publication is for information purposes only. www.valtellinaoutdoor.it declines all responsibility for any damages
to persons or things and injuries whatever, which have occurred during the excursions and/or caused by the
conditions of the trails. We recommend you consult and check the weather forecast and snow conditions before every
excursion.

